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On a side note, how do they decide who gets included and who doesn't? I know for example TF2 is a popular game, but it's not
on the list. A: The answer can be found in their wiki. In short, the mods know who to add into the pool, based on their
reputation on Stack Overflow and other Q&A sites. They also have some basic rules to avoid becoming crazy: Each rule uses a
weighting factor where higher is better. Reputation of the question asker should be the dominant factor when determining
whether a rule is applicable. (Coincidentally, this is the same amount as when considering a canned-answer, so their sites have to
be balanced.) Not likely to spam this site with their patch. Only mods can answer questions. Have not been given a ban on any
site in the past six months. They've been around long enough to have established a good reputation in the community. Are
familiar with the site and the community. Have some kind of decent understanding of computer science and have at least 2 years
of experience. If they see a user with a low reputation, there's a good chance they'll apply that weighting factor, but that doesn't
mean they won't still approve rules that are better than yours. Also, they will not look at the entire user record before making a
decision. Q: Selective merging of files using bash scripting I have 50 of.txt files. Some files are almost same and some are
different. I want to merge the files which are almost same into one file but want to keep different files for the other files. The
below is my script and the logic is as per the script. I want to know if there is any way in which we can shorten this script.
Thanks! #!/bin/bash if [ -f $1 ] then kate $1.txt else echo "Error, No file to merge." fi for i in `find. -maxdepth 1 -name "*.txt"`
do if [ -f $i ] then if [ $i!= $1 ] then
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